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Abstract. We show that certain embeddable homogeneous spaces of a quantum
group that do not correspond to a quantum subgroup still have the structure of
quantum quotient spaces. We propose a construction of quantum fibre bundles on
such spaces. The quantum plane and the general quantum two-spheres are discussed
in detail.
0. Introduction
A homogeneous space X of a Lie group G may be always identified with the
quotient space G/G0, where G0 is a Lie subgroup of G. When the notion of a ho-
mogeneous space is generalised to the case of quantum groups or non-commutative
Hopf algebras the situation becomes much more complicated. A general quantum
homogeneous space of a quantum group H need not be a quotient space of H by
its quantum subgroup. By a quantum subgroup of H we mean a Hopf algebra
H0 such that there is a Hopf algebra epimorphism π : H → H0. The quotient
space is then understood as a subalgebra of H of all points that are fixed under
the coaction of H0 on H induced by π. A quantum homogeneous space B of H
might be such a quotient space but it is not in general. There is, however, a certain
class of quantum homogeneous spaces, of which the quantum two sphere of Podles´
[P1] is the most prominent example, that not being quotient spaces by a quantum
subgroup of H, may be embedded in H. One terms such homogeneous spaces em-
beddable [P2]. The general quantum two sphere S2q (µ, ν) is such an embeddable
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homogeneous space of the quantum group SUq(2), and it is a quantum quotient
space in the above sense when ν = 0. In the latter case the corresponding subgroup
of SUq(2) may be identified with the algebra of functions on U(1). In this paper we
show that certain embeddable quantum homogeneous spaces, and the general quan-
tum two sphere S2q (µ, ν) among them, can still be understood as quotient spaces
or fixed point subalgebras. Precisely we show that there is a coalgebra C and a
coalgebra epimorphism π : H → C such that the fixed point subspace of H under
the coaction of C on H induced from the coproduct in H by a pushout by π is a
subalgebra of H isomorphic to B.
The interpretation of embeddable quantum homogeneous spaces as quantum
quotient spaces allows one to develop the quantum group gauge theory of such
spaces following the lines of [BM]. The study of such a gauge theory becomes even
more important once the appearance of the quantum homogeneous spaces in the
A. Connes geometric description of the standard model was annonunced [C]. For
this purpose, however, one needs to generalise the notion of a quantum principal
bundle of [BM] so that a Hopf algebra playing the role of a quantum structure group
there may be replaced by a coalgebra. We propose such a generalisation. Since the
theory of quantum principal bundles is strictly related to the theory of Hopf-Galois
extensions (cf. [S]), we thus propose a generalisation of such extensions.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1 we describe the notation we use in
the sequel. In Section 2 we show a fixed point subalgebra structure of embeddable
quantum homogeneous spaces. Next we propose a suitable generalisation of the
notion of a quantum principal bundle in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to
careful study of two examples of quantum embeddable spaces, namely the quantum
plane C2q [M] and the quantum sphere S
2
q (µ, ν) [P1].
1. Preliminaries
In the sequel all the vector spaces are over the field k of characteristic not 2. C
denotes a coalgebra with the coproduct ∆ : C → C ⊗ C and the counit ǫ : C → k
which satisfy the standard axioms, cf. [Sw]. For the coproduct we use the Sweedler
sigma notation
∆c = c(1) ⊗ c(2), (∆⊗ id) ◦∆c = c(1) ⊗ c(2) ⊗ c(3), etc.,
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where c ∈ C, and the summation sign and the indices are suppressed. A vector
space A is a left C-comodule if there exists a map ∆L : A → C ⊗ A, such that
(∆⊗ id) ◦∆L = (id⊗∆L) ◦∆L, and (ǫ⊗ id) ◦∆L = id. For ∆L we use the explicit
notation
∆La = a(1) ⊗ a(∞),
where a ∈ A and all a(1) ∈ C and all a(∞) ∈ A.
Similarly we say that a vector space A is a right C-comodule if there exists a map
∆R : A→ A⊗C, such that (∆R⊗ id)◦∆R = (id⊗∆)◦∆R, and (id⊗ ǫ)◦∆R = id.
For ∆R we use the explicit notation
∆Ra = a(0) ⊗ a(1),
where a ∈ A and all a(1) ∈ C and all a(0) ∈ A.
H denotes a Hopf algebra with product m : H ⊗ H → H, unit 1, coproduct
∆ : H → H ⊗H, counit ǫ : H → k and antipode S : H → H. We use Sweedler’s
sigma notation as before. Similarly as for a coalgebra we can define right and left
H-comodules. For a right H-comodule A we denote by AcoH a vector subspace of
A of all elements a ∈ A such that ∆Ra = a ⊗ 1. We say that a right (resp. left)
H-comodule A is a right (resp. left) H-comodule algebra if A is an algebra and ∆R
(resp. ∆L) is an algebra map.
A vector subspace J of H such that ǫ(J) = 0 and ∆J ⊂ J ⊗H ⊕H ⊗ J is called
a coideal in H. If J is a coideal in H then C = H/J is a coalgebra with a coproduct
∆ given by ∆ = (π⊗π)◦∆, where π : H → C is a canonical surjection. The counit
ǫ in C is defined by the commutative diagram
H
ǫ−−−−→ k
π
y yid
C
ǫ−−−−→ k
2. Quantum homogeneous spaces
In this section we show that if an embeddable quantum homogeneous space
satisfies certain additional assumption it may be identified with a quantum quotient
space.
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Definition 2.1. [P2]. Let H be a Hopf algebra and B be a left H-comodule
algebra with the coaction ∆L : B → H ⊗ B. We say that B is an embeddable
quantum homogeneous space or simply an embeddable H-space if there exists an
algebra inclusion i : B →֒ H such that ∆ ◦ i = (id⊗ i) ◦∆L, i.e., i is an intertwiner.
Proposition 2.2.
(1) A left H-comodule algebra B is an embeddable H-space if and only if there
exists an algebra character κ : B → k such that the linear map iκ : B → H,
iκ : b 7→ b(1)κ(b(∞)) is injective.
(2) If B is an embeddable H-space then the linear map χL : B ⊗ B → H ⊗B,
χL : b⊗ b′ 7→ b(1) ⊗ b(∞)b′ is injective.
Proof. (1) If B is an embeddable quantum homogeneous space then κ = ǫ ◦ i is a
character of B. Since i is an intertwiner, for any b ∈ B we compute
iκ(b) = b(1)ǫ(i(b(∞))) = i(b)(1)ǫ(i(b)(2)) = i(b),
thus iκ is an inclusion.
Conversly assume that there is a character κ : B → k such that iκ is injective.
Then clearly iκ is an algebra inclusion. Furthermore
∆(iκ(b)) = b(1) ⊗ b(2)κ(b(∞)) = b(1) ⊗ iκ(b(∞)) = (id⊗ iκ) ◦∆L(b).
Therefore iκ is an intertwiner as required.
(2) The canonical map can : H ⊗H → H ⊗H, can : u ⊗ v 7→ u(1) ⊗ u(2)v is a
linear isomorphism. Consider the diagram
(2-1)
0 0y y
B ⊗B χL−−−−→ H ⊗B
i⊗i
y yid⊗i
0 −−−−→ H ⊗H can−−−−→ H ⊗H
Clearly, both the rows and the columns of the diagram (2-1) are exact. Moreover
for any b, b′ ∈ B
(id⊗ i) ◦ χL(b⊗ b′) = b(1) ⊗ i(b(∞)b′) = b(1) ⊗ i(b(∞))i(b′)
= i(b)(1) ⊗ i(b)(2)i(b′) = can(i(b)⊗ i(b′)),
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and hence the diagram (2-1) is also commutative. Therefore we conclude that the
sequence 0 −→ B ⊗B χL−−→ H ⊗B is exact, i.e. the map χL is injective. 
Remark 2.3. The second assertion of Proposition 2.2., i.e., the injectiveness of χL,
is a dual version of the statement that the action of a group on its homogeneous
space is transitive.
Proposition 2.4. Let B be an embeddable H-space corresponding to the character
κ : B → k. Define a right ideal Jκ ⊂ H by Jκ = {
∑
j(iκ(bj) − κ(bj))uj ; ∀bj ∈
B, ∀uj ∈ H}. Then Jκ is an H-coideal.
Proof. Clearly
ǫ(iκ(b)− κ(b)) = ǫ(b(1))κ(b(∞))− κ(b) = κ(b)− κ(b) = 0.
Furthermore
∆(iκ(b)− κ(b)) = iκ(b)(1) ⊗ iκ(b)(2) − κ(b)1⊗ 1
= b(1) ⊗ (iκ(b(∞))− κ(b(∞))) + b(1)κ(b(∞))⊗ 1− κ(b)1⊗ 1
= b(1) ⊗ (iκ(b(∞))− κ(b(∞))) + (iκ(b)− κ(b))⊗ 1.
Therefore for any b ∈ B,
∆(iκ(b)− κ(b)) ∈ H ⊗ Jκ ⊕ Jκ ⊗H,
so that Jκ is a coideal as stated. 
Since Jκ is a coideal of H, the vector space C = H/Jκ is a coalgebra and the
canonical projection π : H → C is a coalgebra map. This in turn implies that H
is a right C-comodule with the coaction ∆R = (id ⊗ π) ◦ ∆ : H → H ⊗ C. Let
HcoC = {u ∈ H; ∆Ru = u⊗ π(1)}.
Proposition 2.5. Let B be an embeddable H-space corresponding to the character
κ : B → k, Jκ be as in Proposition 2.4 and C = H/Jκ. Then:
(1) HcoC is a subalgebra of H.
(2) B is a subalgebra of HcoC .
Proof. (1) Since ker π = Jκ is a right ideal in H there is a natural right action
ρ0 : C ⊗H → C of H on C given by the commutative diagram
H ⊗H m−−−−→ H
π⊗id
y yπ
C ⊗H ρ0−−−−→ C
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In other words for any a ∈ C and u ∈ H, ρ0(a, u) = π(vu), where v ∈ π−1(a). For
any u, v ∈ HcoC we compute
∆R(uv) = u(1)v(1) ⊗ π(u(2)v(2))
= u(1)v(1) ⊗ ρ0(π(u(2)), v(2))
= uv(1) ⊗ ρ0(π(1), v(2))
= uv(1) ⊗ π(v(2)) = uv ⊗ π(1).
Therefore uv ∈ HcoC and HcoC is a subalgebra of H as required.
(2) For any b ∈ B we compute
∆R(iκ(b)) = iκ(b)(1) ⊗ π(iκ(b)(2)) = b(1) ⊗ π(iκ(b(∞)))
= b(1) ⊗ κ(b(∞))π(1) = iκ(b)⊗ π(1).
Hence iκ : B →֒ HcoC is the required algebra inclusion. 
Proposition 2.5. shows therefore that if HcoC ⊂ iκ(B) then the embeddable
H-space B may be identified with the quantum quotient space HcoC .
3. A possible generalisation of quantum principal bundles
Once an H-embeddable space B is identified with a quotient space HcoC , it is
natural to viewH as a total space of a principal bundle over B. Therefore one would
like to apply the general theory of quantum principal bundles of [BM] to this case
too. In general, however, neither C is a Hopf algebra nor, if it happens to be a Hopf
algebra, C is a quantum subgroup ofH. Hence the induced coaction of C onH is not
an algebra map. Therefore to develop a gauge theory on embeddable homogeneous
spaces one needs to generalise the theory of quantum principal bundles. In this
section we propose such a generalisation. It is based on a simple observation that
the structure of quantum principal bundles is mainly determined by the coalgebra
structure of the quantum group. The algebra structure enters in a few places and it
is really needed when the covariance properties are discussed (for example we need
an antipode to analyse the transformation properties of a connection).
Let C be a coalgebra and let P be an algebra and a right C-comodule. Assume
that there is an action ρ : P ⊗C⊗P → P ⊗C of P on P ⊗C and an element 1 ∈ C
such that
(1) For any u, v ∈ P , ρ(u⊗ 1, v) = uv(0) ⊗ v(1);
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(2) The following diagram
P ⊗ P m−−−−→ P
(∆R⊗id)
y y∆R
P ⊗ C ⊗ P ρ−−−−→ P ⊗ C
where m is a product in P , is commutative.
Define B = P coC = {u ∈ P ; ∆Ru = u⊗ 1}.
Lemma 3.1. B is a subalgebra of P .
Proof. Take any u, v ∈ B. Then
∆R(uv) = ρ(u(0) ⊗ u(1), v) = ρ(u⊗ 1, v) = uv(0) ⊗ v(1) = uv ⊗ 1 
Definition 3.2. Let P , C, ρ and B be as before. We say that P (B,C, ρ) is
a C-Galois extension or a quantum ρ-principal bundle (with universal differential
structure) if the canonical map χ : P ⊗B P → P ⊗ C, χ : u⊗B v 7→ uv(0) ⊗ v(1) is
a bijection.
Example 3.3. A quantum principal bundle P (B,H) as defined in [BM] is a ρ-
principal bundle with the action ρ : P ⊗H ⊗ P → P ⊗H given by ρ(u ⊗ a, v) =
uv(0) ⊗ av(1).
Example 3.4. Let H be a Hopf algebra, C a coalgebra and π : H → C a coalgebra
projection. ThenH is a right C-comodule with a coaction ∆R = (id⊗π)◦∆. Denote
1 = π(1) ∈ C and define B = HcoC as before. Assume that kerπ is a minimal right
ideal in H such that {u− ǫ(u); u ∈ B} ⊂ ker π (compare Section 2). Then we can
define a canonical right action ρ0 : C ⊗H → C as in the proof of Proposition 2.5.
Furthermore we define
ρ(u⊗ a, v) = uv(1) ⊗ ρ0(a, v(2)),
for any u, v ∈ H, a ∈ C. With these definitions H(B,C, ρ) is a quantum ρ-principal
bundle.
Proof. First we need to show that ρ : H ⊗ C ⊗H → H ⊗ C is a right action and
it has the properties (1) and (2). Since ρ0 is a right action, for any u, v, w ∈ H,
a ∈ C we compute
ρ(u⊗ a, vw) = uv(1)w(1) ⊗ ρ0(a, v(2)w(2)) = uv(1)w(1) ⊗ ρ0(ρ0(a, v(2)), w(2))
= ρ(uv(1) ⊗ ρ0(a, v(2)), w) = ρ(ρ(u⊗ a, v), w),
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and thus ρ is an action as required. Furthermore
ρ(u⊗ 1, v) = uv(1) ⊗ ρ0(1, v(2)) = uv(1) ⊗ π(v(2)) = uv(0) ⊗ v(1),
and
ρ(u(0) ⊗ u(1), v) = u(1)v(1) ⊗ ρ0(π(u(2)), v(2)) = u(1)v(1) ⊗ π(u(2)v(2)) = ∆R(uv).
Therefore ρ has all the required properties.
To prove that the canonical map χ is bijective we first note that, by assumption,
ker π ⊂ m◦(ker π |B ⊗H) and then use a suitably modified argument of the proof of
Lemma 5.2. of [BM] to deduce that χ is a bijection. It is clear that χ is a surjection
since for any
∑
k uk ⊗ ak ∈ H ⊗C we can choose
∑
k ukSvk(1)⊗B vk(2) ∈ H ⊗B H,
where ∀k, vk ∈ π−1(ak), and compute
χ(
∑
k
ukSvk(1) ⊗B vk(2)) =
∑
k
uk(Svk(1))vk(2) ⊗ π(vk(3))
=
∑
k
uk ⊗ π(vk) =
∑
k
uk ⊗ ak.
Next we compute kerχ ⊂ H ⊗B H. Take any
∑
k uk ⊗B vk ∈ kerχ. Then∑
k ukvk(1) ⊗ π(vk(2)) = 0. Applying id ⊗ ǫ to the last equality we then find that∑
k ukvk = 0, i.e.,
∑
k uk ⊗ vk ∈ kerm. Any
∑
iw
′
i ⊗w′′i ∈ kerm can be written as∑
k ukSvk(1)⊗vk(2) ∈ H⊗H, where ∀k, vk ∈ ker ǫ and uk are linearly independent.
Thus
χ(
∑
i
w′i ⊗B w′′i ) = χ(
∑
k
ukSvk(1) ⊗B vk(2)) =
∑
k
uk ⊗ π(vk).
If
∑
i w
′
i ⊗B w′′i ∈ kerχ then
∑
k uk ⊗ π(vk) = 0, thus for all k, π(vk) = 0. By
assumption vk =
∑
j b
j
kv
j
k, where b
j
k ∈ ker ǫ |B= kerπ |B . Therefore
∑
i
w′i ⊗B w′′i =
∑
k
ukSvk(1) ⊗B vk(2) =
∑
j,k
uk(Sv
j
k(1))Sb
j
k(1) ⊗B bjk(2)vjk(2)
=
∑
j,k
ǫ(bjk)ukSv
j
k(1) ⊗B vjk(2) = 0
So kerχ = 0, and χ is a bijection as required. 
Therefore we have shown that an embeddable H space which is a quotient space
B = HcoC as described in Section 2 may be indentified with a base manifold of
the generalised quantum principal bundle, or equivalently that H is a C-Galois
extension of B.
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4. Manin’s plane as a quantum quotient space
In this section we show that Manin’s plane is a quotient space of the quantum
general linear group GLq(2,C). Recall that Manin’s plane C
2
q is defined for any
non-zero q ∈ C as an associative polynomial algebra over C generated by 1, x, y
subject to the relations xy = qyx. It is a quantum homogeneous space of the
quantum linear group GLq(2,C). GLq(2,C) is defined as follows. First we consider
an algebra generated by the matrix t =
(
α β
γ δ
)
and the relations
(4-1a) αβ = qβα, αγ = qγα, αδ = δα+ (q − q−1)βγ,
(4-1b) βγ = γβ, βδ = δβ, γδ = qδγ.
The quantum determinant c = αδ − qβγ is central in the algebra (4-1) thus we
enlarge it with c−1 and call the resulting algebra GLq(2,C). The quantum linear
group GLq(2,C) is a Hopf algebra of a matrix group type, i.e.
∆t = t
·⊗ t, ǫt = 1, St = c−1
(
δ −q−1β
−qγ α
)
.
The left coaction of GLq(2,C) on C
2
q is given by
∆L
(
x
y
)
=
(
α β
γ δ
)
·⊗
(
x
y
)
.
C2q in not only a homogeneous space of GLq(2,C) but also it is an embeddable
GLq(2,C)-space. The linear map κ : C
2
q → C , κ(xnym) = δm0, m,n ∈ Z≥0
is a character of C2q. By Proposition 2.2. it induces an algebra map iκ : C
2
q →
GLq(2,C), which is explicitly given by iκ(x) = α, iκ(y) = γ. The map iκ is clearly
an inclusion. Thus the right ideal Jκ is generated by α − 1 and γ. The coalgebra
C = GLq(2,C)/Jκ may be easily computed. It is spanned by am,n = π(β
mcn),
m ∈ Z>0, n ∈ Z and a0,0 = 1 = π(1), where π : GLq(2,C) → C is a canonical
surjection. To see that the am,n really span C we note that since Jκ is generated by
α− 1 and γ as a right ideal in GLq(2,C), every α which multiplies any element of
GLq(2,C) from the left is replaced by 1 and similarly any γ is replaced by 0 when
the resulting element of GLq(2,C) is acted upon by π. Then we compute
π(αkβlγmδncr) = π(βlγmδncr)
= δm0π(β
lδncr) = δm0q
lnπ(δnβlcr)
= δm0q
ln(π(αδδn−1βlcr)− q−1π(γβδn−1βlcr))
= δm0q
lnπ(δn−1βlcr+1) = . . . = δm0qlnal,r+n.
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Therefore any element of C = π(GLq(2,C)) may be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of am,n.
The coalgebra structure of C is found from the coalgebra structure of GLq(2,C),
since ∆C = (π ⊗ π) ◦∆GLq(2,C). Explicitly
(4-2) ∆am,n =
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
q
ak,n ⊗ am−k,n+k, ǫ(am,n) = δm0,
where the quantum binomial coefficients are defined by
(
m
k
)
q
=
[m]q!
[m− k]q![k]q! , [m]q =
qm − q−m
q − q−1 , [m]q! =
m∏
k=1
[k]q, [0]q! = 1.
The next step in the identification of C2q as a quantum quotient space consists of
computing the fixed point subalgebra B = GLq(2,C)
coC. For a general monomial
αkγlβmδncr ∈ GLq(2,C), k, l,m, n ∈ Z≥0, r ∈ Z, we find
∆R(α
kγlβmδncr) = αkγlcr
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qj(m−i)
(
m
i
)
q
(
n
j
)
q
× αm−iβiγn−jδj ⊗ am+n−(i+j),i+j+r.
(4-3)
The right hand side of (4-3) has the form u ⊗ 1 for some u ∈ GLq(2,C) if and
only if m = n = r = 0. Thus B is spanned by all αkγl. Therefore B ⊂ iκ(C2q)
and since iκ(C
2
q) ⊂ B by Proposition 2.5 we conclude that C2q ∼= GLq(2,C)coC.
By Example 3.4 GLq(2,C)(C
2
q, C, ρ) is a quantum principal ρ-bundle. The action
ρ0 : C ⊗GLq(2,C)→ C is given explicitly by
ρ0(ai,j, α
kβlγmδncr) = δm0q
i(n−k)+lnai+l,j+n+r.
We can now proceed to define an algebra structure on C so that it becomes a
Hopf algebra. We define the product in C by
ak,lam,n = q
lm−knak+m,l+n.
First we notice that a0,0 = 1 is the unit element with respect to this product. Next
we show that this product is compatible with the coalgebra structure of C. We
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compute
∆(ak,l)∆(am,n) =
k∑
i=0
m∑
j=0
(
k
i
)
q
(
m
j
)
q
ai,laj,n ⊗ ak−i,l+iam−j,n+j
= qlm−nk
k∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qim−kj
(
k
i
)
q
(
m
j
)
q
ai+j,l+n ⊗ ak+m−(i+j),l+n+i+j
= qlm−nk
k+m∑
r=0
(
k +m
i
)
q
ar,l+n ⊗ ak+m−r,l+n+r
= qlm−kn∆(ak+m,l+n) = ∆(ak,lam,n).
The third equality is a consequence of the following property of the q-deformed
binomial coefficients
∀r ∈ [0, k +m],
k∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qim−kj
(
k
i
)
q
(
m
j
)
q
=
(
k +m
r
)
q
.
Clearly the counit of C is an algebra homomorphism. Before we define an antipode
we show that C is a polynomial algebra. Let a = a0,1, a
−1 = a0,−1, b = a1,0. Then
for any m ∈ Z≥0, n ∈ Z,
am,n = q
−mnanbm, ab = q2ba, aa−1 = a−1a = 1.
Therefore C is a polynomial algebra indeed, and it is isomorphic to C2q2[x
−1]. The
coalgebra structure of C written in terms of a and b reads
∆a±1 = a±1 ⊗ a±1, ∆b = 1⊗ b+ b⊗ a, ǫ(a±1) = 1, ǫ(b) = 0
and hence the antipode is defined as Sa±1 = a∓1, Sb = −ba−1.
We have just shown that C may be equipped with an algebra structure of
C2q2 [x
−1], and then the coalgebra structure of C becomes a standard coalgebra
structure of the latter. Therefore we have proven
Theorem 4.1.
C2q = GLq(2,C)
coC2
q2
[x−1]
.
Notice that clearly neither π : GLq(2,C) → C2q2[x−1] nor ∆R = (id ⊗ π) ◦∆ :
GLq(2,C)→ GLq(2,C)⊗C2q2 [x−1] are algebra maps. Still, following the proposal
of Section 3 we can analyse the generalised principal bundleGLq(2,C)(C
2
q,C
2
q2[x
−1], ρ, π).
In particular we can truly develop a gauge theory, define connections and their cur-
vature, following closely the quantum group gauge theory introduced in [BM].
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5. Podles´’ sphere as a quantum quotient space
In this section we prove that the quantum two-sphere is a quantum quotient
space in the sense expalined in Section 2. In our presentation of the quantum
sphere we follow the conventions of [NM].
The general quantum two-sphere S2q (µ, ν) is a polynomial algebra generated by
the unit and x, y, z, and the relations
xz = q2zx, xy = −q(µ− z)(ν + z),
yz = q−2zy, yx = −q(µ− q−2z)(ν + q−2z),
where µ, ν and q 6= 0 are real parameters, µν ≥ 0, (µ, ν) 6= (0, 0). The quantum
sphere is a ∗-algebra with the ∗-structure x∗ = −qy, z∗ = z.
The quantum sphere S2q (µ, ν) is an SUq(2) homogeneous quantum space. SUq(2)
is defined as a quotient of GLq(2,C) by the relation c = 1, and has a ∗-structure
given by δ = α∗, γ = −q−1β∗. The coaction of SUq(2) on S2q (µ, ν) is defined as
follows. Let φ− = x, φ0 = (1 + q−2)−1/2(µ− ν − (1 + q−2)z), φ+ = y. Then
∆L

φ−φ0
φ+

 =

 α
2 (1 + q−2)1/2αβ β2
(1 + q−2)1/2αγ 1 + (q + q−1)βγ (1 + q−2)1/2βδ
γ2 (1 + q−2)1/2γδ δ2

 ·⊗

φ−φ0
φ+

 .
The quantum sphere S2q (µ, ν) is not only a quantum homogeneous space but also it
is an embeddable SUq(2)-space. There is a ∗-character κ : S2q (µ, ν)→ C given by
κ(x) = q
√
µν, κ(y) = −√µν, κ(z) = 0.
Therefore there is also a ∗-algebra homomorphism iκ : S2q (µ, ν) → SUq(2), which
reads explicitly
iκ(x) =
√
µν(qα2 − β2) + (µ− ν)αβ,
iκ(y) =
√
µν(qγ2 − δ2) + (µ− ν)γδ,
iκ(z) = −√µν(qαγ − βδ) − (µ− ν)βγ,
and is clearly an inclusion. From now on we assume that µ 6= ν (but see also
Remark 5.5). In this case S2q (µ, ν) depends on two real parameters only, namely q
and p =
√
µν
µ−ν . By Proposition 2.4. the inclusion iκ induces a coideal Jκ ⊂ SUq(2),
generated as a right ideal in SUq(2) by the following three elements
p(qα2 − β2) + αβ − pq, p(qγ2 − δ2) + γδ + p, p(qαγ − βδ) + qβγ.
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Therefore we can construct the coalgebra C(p) = SUq(2)/Jκ, and the corresponding
quotient space B(p) = SUq(2)
coC(p) as described in Section 2. At the end of this
procedure we identify B(p) with S2q (µ, ν), µ 6= ν. We start with the coalgebra C(p).
Proposition 5.1. C(p) is a vector space spanned by 1 = π(1), xn = π(α
n) and
yn = π(δ
n), where π : SUq(2)→ C(p) is a canonical surjection and n ∈ Z>0.
Proof. For any u ∈ SUq(2) we use the explicit form of the generators of Jκ, and
the relations in SUq(2) to find that
π(βu) = π(βαδu)− qπ(βγβu)
= q−1π(αβδu)− qπ(βγβu)
= −pπ(α2δu) + pq−1π(β2δu)
+ pπ(δu) + pqπ(αγβu)− pπ(βδβu)
= pπ(δu)− pπ(αu),
(5-1a)
and similarly
(5-1b) π(γu) = pπ(δu)− pπ(αu).
From (5-1) it follows that for any u ∈ SUq(2), π(uβmγn) = π(uβm+n). Since
SUq(2) is spanned by the monomials α
mβkγl, δmβkγl (cf. Lemma 7.1.2 of [CP]) it
suffices to prove that the following elements of C(p),
(5-2) a
(n)
k− = π(δ
kβn−k), a(n)k+ = π(α
kβn−k),
where n ∈ Z>0, k = 0, 1, . . . , n, can be expressed as linear combinations of 1, xm,
ym. Clearly a
(n)
0− = a
(n)
0+ . Thus we simply write a
(n)
0 . Also, a
(n)
n+ = xn and a
(n)
n− = yn.
For n = 1, a
(1)
0 = π(β) = p(y1 − x1). For a general n we apply the rules (5-1) to
a
(n)
k± and we express the latter in terms of a
(m)
l± , m < n and xn, yn. We make the
inductive assumption that for allm < n, a
(m)
l± can be written as linear combinations
of 1, xr, yr. Therefore, for n ≥ 2 we arrive at the system of equations
(5-3)
a
(n)
k± ± pq±ka(n)k+1± ∓ pq∓(k−1)a(n)k−1± = ±pq±ka(n−2)k−1± ,
a
(n)
0 − pa(n)1− + pa(n)1+ = 0,
where k = 1, 2, . . . , n−1. This is a system of 2n−1 equations with 2n−1 unknowns
provided that the right hand sides and xn, yn are treated as known parameters.
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Obviously it has a solution if its determinant is non-zero. The determinant Dn of
the system (5-3) may be easily computed. It does not depend on q and, by the
Laplace theorem, it can be reduced to the determinant of the following 2n−1×2n−1
matrix
(5-4)


1 −p p 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
p 1 0 −p 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
−p 0 1 0 p 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
0 p 0 1 0 −p . . . 0 0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 −p 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . −p 0 1 0 p
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 p 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 −p 0 1


Again by the Laplace theorem Dn can be further developed to give
Dn = A2n−2 + p2(A2n−3 + A2n−4) + p4A2n−5,
where Am is zero for negative m, A0 = 1 and for any m < 2n − 1, Am is the
determinant of the matrix obtained from (5-4) by removing first 2n − 1−m rows
and columns. The determinants Am are the standard ones and we finally obtain
the determinant of the system (5-3) as a polynomial
Dn = Pn−1(p2) ≡
n−1∑
k=0
(
2n− 1− k
k
)
p2k.
For any x ∈ R≥0, Pn(x) ≥ 1, and hence Dn 6= 0 for any real p. Therefore the
system (5-3) always has a solution and the coalgebra C(p) is spanned by xn, yn,
n ∈ Z>0 and 1 as required. 
The vector space C(p) has a coalgebra structure induced by π from the coalgebra
structure of SUq(2). The coproduct reads explicitly
∆xn =
n−1∑
k=0
q−(n−k)k
(
n
k
)
q
a
(n)
k+ ⊗ a(n)k+ , ∆yn =
n−1∑
k=0
q(n−k)k
(
n
k
)
q
a
(n)
k− ⊗ a(n)k− ,
where a
(n)
k± are given by (5-2). Therefore the coalgebra C(p) is cocommutative.
Remark 5.2. It is an interesting problem, whether it is possible to define a Hopf
algebra structure on C(p). For example, for n = 1 we have
∆x1 = (1 + p
2)x1 ⊗ x1 − p2(x1 ⊗ y1 + y1 ⊗ x1 − y1 ⊗ y1),
∆y1 = (1 + p
2)y1 ⊗ y1 − p2(x1 ⊗ y1 + y1 ⊗ x1 − x1 ⊗ x1).
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If we define
x′1 =
1
µ− ν (µx1 − νy1), y
′
1 =
1
µ− ν (µy1 − νx1)
then x′1 and y
′
1 are group-like, i.e. ∆x
′
1 = x
′
1 ⊗ x′1 and ∆y′1 = y′1 ⊗ y′1. If it were
posible to define a new basis of C(p) consisting only of group-like elements then
clearly we would be able to solve the above problem and make C(p) into a Hopf
algebra of functions on U(1).
Remark 5.3. According to [P1] quantum spheres can also be defined for a discrete
series of complex numbers p given by p2 = −(qk+ q−k)−2, k = 1, 2, . . . . It is shown
in [P2] that such quantum spheres are ∗-embeddable in SUq(2) for k = 1.
One easily finds that Pn(x− 1/4) =
∑n
k=0 c
n
kx
k, where
cnk =
n∑
l=k
(−1/4)l−k
(
2n+ 1− l
l
)(
l
k
)
For any n and any 0 ≤ k ≤ n, cnk ≥ cn0 = (n + 1)/4n and thus all the coefficients
cnk are positive. Therefore Pn(x − 1/4) 6= 0 for all real x ≥ 0. This implies that
the determinants Dn of the proof of Proposition 5.1 are non-zero provided that
p2 ≥ −1/4. Since for any q, q+q−1 ≥ 2 we see that the assertion of Proposition 5.1
holds for the exceptional quantum spheres too.
Propositon 5.4. Let C(p) be a coalgebra described in Proposition 5.1 and let
B(p) = SUq(2)
coC(p). Then iκ(S
2
q (µ, ν)) = B(p) for all µ 6= ν such that p =
√
µν
µ−ν .
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, iκ(S
2
q (µ, ν)) ⊂ B(p), therefore we need to show that
B(p) ⊂ iκ(S2q (µ, ν)). We introduce the grading d : SUq(2)→ Z by
(5-5) d(α) = d(β) = 1, d(1) = 0, d(γ) = d(δ) = −1, d(uv) = d(u) + d(v),
for any monomials u, v ∈ SUq(2). A set of all elements of SUq(2) of degree k ∈ Z
forms a vector subspace of SUq(2), which we denote by SUq(2)
(k), and SUq(2) =⊕
k∈Z SUq(2)
(k). Moreover if ∆u =
∑
i u
′
i ⊗ u′′i for any u ∈ SUq(2)(k), then for all
i, d(u′i) = k. To see that the last statement is true we can explicitly verify it for α,
β, γ, δ and then use definition (5-5) of d to prove it for any SUq(2). Therefore d
induces a grading of B(p) and B(p) =
⊕
k∈ZB(p)
(k).
Next we notice that B(p) is contained in the subalgebra of SUq(2) spanned by
monomials of even degree. Therefore for any k ∈ Z, B(p)(2k+1) = 0.
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To prove the required inclusion we observe that due to the form of π and C(p),
B(p) is a deformation of B(0), i.e., B(0) = lim
p→0
B(p). We denote by B(p)
(2k)
2n
the vector space of homogeneous polynomials u ∈ B(p) of degree 2n such that
d(u) = 2k, |k| ≤ n. Notice that B(p)(2k)2n and B(p)(2k)2l need not be distinct for
l 6= n. B(0)(2k)2n is spanned by αmβn+k−mγn−mδm−k, where m = k, k + 1, . . . , n
for k ≥ 0 and m = 0, 1, . . . , n+ k for k < 0, and hence is n − |k| + 1-dimensional.
This is exactly the dimension of iκ(S
2
q (µ, ν))
(2k)
2n . Suppose that B(p)
(2k)
2n is at least
n−|k|+2 dimensional. Then we can find u ∈ B(p)(2k)2n that does not contain any of
the monomials spanning B(0)
(2k)
2n . If lim
p→0
u 6= 0, then we would obtain that B(0)(2k)2n
is at least n− |k|+ 2 dimensional, hence contradiction. By lim
p→0
u here we mean the
polynomial obtained from u by replacing its coefficients with their p = 0 limits.
Assume that lim
p→0
u = 0. The polynomial u may be written as a linear combination
of monomials of degree 2n with coefficients that vanish as polynomials when p tends
to 0. Therefore there exists a positive integer m such that lim
p→0
p−mu exists, is finite
and non-zero, and is an element of B(0)
(2k)
2n . Thus we have a contradiction again.
Since the above argument does not depend on n and k, and iκ(S
2
q (µ, ν)) ⊂ B(p)
we conclude that iκ(S
2
q (µ, ν)) = B(p). 
Therefore we have shown that for µ 6= ν the quantum sphere S2q (µ, ν) is a
quantum quotient space. By Example 3.4 we also have a principal ρ-bundle,
SUq(2)(S
2
q (µ, ν), C(p), ρ, π).
Remark 5.5. When µ = ν 6= 0 the coideal Jκ is generated as a right ideal in SUq(2)
by the following elements
qα2 − β2 − q, qγ2 − δ2 + 1, qαγ − βδ.
Therefore for any u ∈ SUq(2),
π(δu) = π(αu), π(βu) = π(γu), π(γ2u) = qπ(α2u)− qπ(u),
and hence the coalgebra C = SUq(2)/Jκ is spanned by 1 = π(1), xn = π(α
n), yn =
π(αn−1γ), n ∈ Z≥1. We conjecture that also for this case S2q (µ, µ) ∼= SUq(2)coC .
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that certain embeddable quantum homogeneous
spaces may be viewed as quantum quotient spaces. The examples of such quantum
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embeddable spaces include the general quantum two-sphere S2q (µ, ν) and the quan-
tum plane C2q . The interpretation of quantum embeddable spaces presented in this
paper seems specially interseting from the point of view of quantum group gauge
theory, the suitable generalisation of which we have also proposed. We think that
it would be intersting and indeed desirable to develop further this generalisation
of quantum group gauge theory, and in particular, to construct connections on the
quantum spaces described in this paper. For example this would allow for extending
the construction of the Dirac q-monopole of [BM] to general quantum spheres.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Shahn Majid for suggesting to me the
proofs of Propositions 2.4 and 2.5(2).
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